
 

 

Exterior lighting for the sidewalk. 
All exterior lighting will be 3000 Kelvin or below, downward facing and covered. 

 

Our Goodyear Lamp Posts Combine Original Barn 
Lighting with Brilliant LED Technology! 

 



 

Classic Style 
Our Goodyear Post Lamp features that classic deep shade that provides truly vivid outdoor lighting. 
Perfectly suited for farm lighting or general landscape lighting, the Goodyear is available in 10”, 12”, 
14”, and 16” shade sizes with available finishes including black, white, yellow, vintage green, 
mahogany bronze, cherry red, and galvanized silver 



 

Environmental Friendly and High Quality 

Vintage Post Lighting 

Perfectly sized for landscape lighting, Cocoweb Lamp Posts capture that classic rustic lighting look 
with an elegant curve leading to the shade. Available in 8ft and 11ft sizes, our light posts provide 
vibrant lighting whether it’s for your backyard or authentic country barn. 

Weatherproof 

Cocoweb utilizes Eco-friendly powder coated finishes for our barn post light collections for weather-
proofing and a beautiful, lifetime finish that prevents cracking, chipping and fading over time. 



Quality Lighting 

The Goodyear Barn Post Light Collection is built to last. Made entirely of steel; the fixture is 
exceptionally durable and resistant to damage. The exterior is smooth to the touch and constructed 
to withstand the test of time. The LED is enclosed in a clear diffuser on the underside of the shade, 
to protect it from the environment. 

Advanced LED Technology 

Cocoweb’s LED providing an average of 50,000 hours of light. Our barn post lights come pre-
installed with the LED array for durability and convenience. The LEDs produce a color temperature 
of 2700k; a soft, warm yellow-orange hue of light and a brightness of 1600 lumen 

Dark Sky Approved and MET Certified 

Our barn post light fixtures are certified International Dark Sky Association approved and MET 
Certified. These seals of approval attest that our fixtures reduce light trespass, minimize overall 
glare, and don’t pollute the night sky over time. Finding dark sky friendly fixtures is difficult, and 
Cocoweb aims to stand out from the rest by providing safe, quality lighting. 

 

Website listed below if additional information is needed for this light: 

https://www.cocoweb.com/barn-lights/barn-post-lights/customizable-goodyear-led-lamp-post-
light/ 
 


